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system for heating dwelling-houses with hot water, conducted
through pipes, after being heated in a single boiler. * He made the
first experiment in his own house, but the invention. was soon
afterwards applied in hotels, hospitals and important private
houses/' The manufacture of machines was meanwhile being
carried out under very unfavourable conditions. In order to
protect the Siberian ironworks, raw materials were subject to very
heavy duty, although Finnish machines could be imported free of
duty. The Nobel factories therefore relied principally upon orders
from the Government; these were certainly fairly substantial,
partly because the Russians now realised the necessity for replacing
their old sailing fleet by steamships. " Nobel's development as
a manufacturer after the outbreak of war in 1854," this biographer
continues, " is exceedingly interesting, both on account of the
considerable achievements of this time and on account of the
difficulties with which he had to contend. The war had brought
the iron hammers to a standstill, and it was impossible to import
raw material or machinery from abroad* There were no resources
worth mentioning in the country, but he was required to build
five hundred horse-power machines. Three of them were built
after English designs, it is true, but with his own materials. The
great shafts were forged with hammers constructed in the works
themselves. The great cylinders were moulded and drilled by
machines specially made for the purpose. At the same time five
propeller machines, of two hundred horse-power capacity each,
were constructed* These were made under pressure of time,
according to his own design." In a book on the Nobel factories,
written in Russian, we read the following statement: " During
the second year of the war, Nobel got an order for ship's engines
from the Government. This order was an exceedingly difficult
one to cany out, as there were no skilled workmen and bo technical
experts available. The fact that the order was carried out was <Jue

